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Abstract: In nitrogen fixation by Azotobacter vinelandii nitrogenase, the iron protein (FeP) binds to

and subsequently transfers electrons to the molybdenum–FeP, which contains the nitrogen fixation
site, along with hydrolysis of two ATPs. However, the nature of the reduced state cluster is not

completely clear. While reduced FeP is generally thought to contain an [Fe4S4]11 cluster, evidence

also exists for an all-ferrous [Fe4S4]0 cluster. Since the former indicates a single electron is trans-
ferred per two ATPs hydrolyzed while the latter indicates two electrons could be transferred per

two ATPs hydrolyzed, an all-ferrous [Fe4S4]0 cluster in FeP is potenially two times more efficient.

However, the 11/0 reduction potential has been measured in the protein at both 460 and 790 mV,
causing the biological significance to be questioned. Here, “density functional theory plus Poisson

Boltzmann” calculations show that cluster movement relative to the protein surface observed in

the crystal structures could account for both measured values. In addition, elastic network mode
analysis indicates that such movement occurs in low frequency vibrations of the protein, implying

protein dynamics might lead to variations in reduction potential. Furthermore, the different reduc-

tants used in the conflicting measurements of the reduction potential could be differentially affect-
ing the protein dynamics. Moreover, even if the all-ferrous cluster is not the biologically relevant

cluster, mutagenesis to stabilize the conformation with the more exposed cluster may be useful for

bioengineering more efficient enzymes.
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Introduction
The nitrogenases, which reduce atmospheric nitrogen

in bacteria, are the major source of biological nitrogen

fixation. In Azotobacter vinelandii nitrogenase, iron

proteins (FeP) bind to the molybdenum–iron protein

(MoFeP) to catalyze the reaction.1 The catalytically

active form of FeP contains a reduced [Fe4S4] cluster

and two bound MgATPs; upon binding to MoFeP, elec-

trons are transferred from the cluster to MoFeP and

the ATPs are hydrolyzed. In MoFeP, the electrons are

accepted by the P-cluster, which contains the [Fe8S7]

core, and then transferred to the FeMoco, which con-

tains the [MoFe7S9]-homocitrate site, where reduction

of N2 is thought to occur.

The redox state of the reduced cluster has been

debated for 20 years, although the prevailing view is

that one electron is transferred from a [Fe4S4]
11 cluster

in FeP via the [Fe4S4]
21/[Fe4S4]

11 couple. Initially, the
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discovery of an all-ferrous [Fe4S4]
0 in FeP with a reduc-

tion potential for the [Fe4S4]
11/[Fe4S4]

0 couple of

E8 5 460 mV using methyl viologen2 sparked interest

because two electrons could be transferred per two

ATPs via the [Fe4S4]
21/[Fe4S4]

0 couple, thus increasing

the overall energy efficiency.3 Later measurements

using Ti(III) citrate found that the reduction to [Fe4S4]
0

with an S 5 4 spin state by M€ossbauer and electron par-

amagnetic resonance (EPR)4 occurs at E8 5 790 mV,5

which is outside of the physiological range and thus

indicated that the all ferrous form is not relevant to the

nitrogenase reaction. In addition, calculations of FeP

using density functional theory (DFT) and Poisson–

Boltzmann (PB) continuum electrostatic calculations

supported the latter value.6 However, more recent EPR

studies indicate that flavodoxin hydroquinone (FldHQ),

a physiological reductant of FeP, reduces FeP to

[Fe4S4]
0 with S 5 0 near E8 5 460 mV,7 in support of

the higher value of E8. Other studies have measured

the Ti(IV)/Ti(III) couple at E8 5 510 mV,8 which also

leads to questions about the lower value of E8. On the

other hand, recent M€ossbauer, EPR, and DFT studies of

an analog in the gas phase indicate that [Fe4S4]
0 is not

S 5 0 but S 5 4,9,10 in support of the lower value of E8.

However, since the earlier DFT calculations indicate

that the S 5 0 state of an analog in the gas phase is

actually slightly lower in energy than the S 5 4 state,6

it appears likely that either could be stabilized in the

protein given the experimental evidence that both

S 5 0 and S 5 4 states are found in the protein for

[Fe4S4]
0. Moreover, the real question is whether the all-

ferrous cluster in FeP can be reached under physiologi-

cal conditions, regardless of spin state. Interestingly, it

has been shown that two electron reduction by

[Fe4S4]
0–FeP of MoFeP occurs at the same rate as two

one electron reductions by [Fe4S4]
11–FeP,7 and more

recently, that the interconversion from 2[Fe4S4]
11–FeP

! [Fe4S4]
21–FeP 1 [Fe4S4]

0–FeP does not appear to be

a source of [Fe4S4]
0,11 so that the question of one elec-

tron reduction of [Fe4S4]
11–FeP under physiological

conditions becomes even more relevant.

Nitrogenase is a protein complex that has been

characterized very well structurally.3 Crystal struc-

tures of FeP (a2, Mr 5 64 kda) in various combinations

of nucleotide binding and of complexation with MoFe

(a2b2, Mr 5 230 kda) have been solved. These studies

have led to proposals that solvent exposure of the clus-

ter may play a role in making the all-ferrous cluster

accessible.12 Interestingly, the cluster moves �5 to 8 Å

closer to the surface of FeP bound by MgATP analogs

when in complex with MoFeP, which brings the [Fe4S4]

cluster within a reasonable electron transfer distance

of the P-cluster.13 The cluster movement appears to be

stabilized by MgATP and not complexation with MoFe

since only complexes with analogs with two MgATPs,

or most recently, with one MgATP and one MgADP,14

show movement of the cluster towards the FeP surface

but not the nucleotide-free or MgADP bound com-

plexes.13 Unfortunately, the only crystal structures for

FeP with MgATP analogs bound are also in complex

with MoFeP. In addition, calculations using the

DFT1PB method show that the burial of a cluster is

important in determining E8.15 Since many other

enzymes in their unbound form are thought to exhibit

low frequency motions in solution between conforma-

tions corresponding to free and complexed forms found

in crystal structures,16 this leads to the question of

whether the 300 mV variation in observed E8 for FeP

can be attributed to a low frequency motion of the pro-

tein in which the entire cluster moves relative to the

protein surface. Such a protein motion could make the

all-ferrous state at least transiently accessible under

biological conditions. Moreover, even if it is not transi-

ently accessible under biological conditions, site-specific

mutagenesis to stabilize the conformation with the

more exposed cluster may be useful for bioengineering

a more efficient enzyme.

The DFT1PB method has been shown to give

good reduction potentials of iron–sulfur proteins in

comparison to experimental measurements.15,17,18 In

DFT1PB, the reduction energy of the iron–sulfur

redox site is calculated using highly benchmarked

DFT methods, in which the functionals and basis sets

were chosen based on excellent agreement with elec-

tron detachment energies of multiple iron–sulfur ana-

logs and other iron compounds measured by

electrospray photoelectron spectroscopy.19 The protein

response to the reduction of the redox site is calcu-

lated from the interaction of the protein environment,

which is treated as an electrostatic continuum, with a

partial charge representation of the redox site, where

the partial charges were also from DFT calculations

with the same functionals and basis sets.20

Here, the causes of the 300 mV variation in the

reported E8 of the [Fe4S4]
11/[Fe4S4]

0 couple for FeP are

explored via DFT1PB calculations of FeP using differ-

ent crystal structures. In particular, we seek to deter-

mine ways that the all-ferrous form could occur in vivo.

In addition, the vibrational modes of FeP in different

binding states are calculated using elastic network

mode (ENM) analysis.21

Methods
To study E8 computationally, the total E8 versus the

standard hydrogen electrode (SHE) must be deter-

mined, not just a relative value. The total E8 can be

decomposed as

2nFE�5DG� � DGin1DGout1DGSHE (1)

where n is the number of electrons transferred, F is the

Faraday constant, DGin and DGout are the inner and

outer sphere free energies of reduction, respectively,

and DGSHE/F 5 4.43 eV22 is the absolute electrode

potential for the SHE. In the DFT1PB approach, DGin
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is the difference in free energy calculated using

DFT between an oxidized and reduced redox site

analog in the gas phase and DGout is the difference in

the interaction energy calculated using PB of the

partial charges from DFT of the oxidized and

reduced redox site with the surrounding protein and

solvent.20

The DGin and partial charges of [Fe4S4(SCH3)4]n

(n 5 2-, 3-, 4-) are from BS-DFT calculations using

the NWChem program package23 with the B3LYP

exchange-correlation functional24,25 as previously

described.19,20 Briefly, the geometries of each redox

state were optimized using the 6-31G**26 basis sets

and the vibrational analysis for the free energies

and CHELPG27 electrostatic potential (ESP) charges

were calculated at the level of the geometry optimi-

zation. Single point energies with added sp-type dif-

fuse functions into the 6-31G** basis set on the

sulfurs were calculated from the 6-31G** geome-

tries. DGin were calculated as SCF energy differen-

ces of the optimized oxidized and reduced states,

with additional terms for the free energy from vibra-

tional analysis. Partial charges (Table I) from our

DFT calculations using previous described methods19

were used for the [Fe4S4] redox sites; however, since

it was not possible to determine the redox layers

from the crystal structures, all irons were assumed

to be equivalent, all inorganic sulfurs were assumed

to be equivalent, all cysteinyl sulfurs were assumed

to be equivalent, and all carbons were assumed to

be equivalent. In addition, all hydrogen atoms were

assigned a charge of 0.09 e and the charge on the

carbon to which they were attached was assigned a

charge such that the net charge on the entire

methyl group was maintained. Calculations assign-

ing layers did not show significant differences.

Crystal structures of Azotobacter vinelandii (Av)

FeP at 2.25 Å resolution [Protein Data Bank (PDB) ID:

1G5P],12 bound to MgADP at 3.15 Å resolution [PDB

ID: 1FP6],28 and bound to MgAMPPCP and the MoFe

protein at 2.30 Å resolution [PDB ID: 2AFK],13 and of

Clostridium acidurici (Ca) ferredoxin at 0.94 Å resolu-

tion [PDB ID: 2FDN]29 were obtained from the PDB.30

Since coordinates were missing for 1G5P and two copies

of FeP are in the asymmetric unit, missing heavy atoms

were added from the complementary chain. Since even

more coordinates were missing for 2AFK from

CHARMM22 parameters and four copies of FeP are in

the asymmetric unit, missing heavy atoms were first

added from the complementary chain and then from

the 1GFP structure. In addition, the ATP analogue

MgAMPPCP in 2AFK was used as a template to build

the MgATP. No coordinates were missing for 1FP6.

Also, hydrogen atom positions were added with

HBUILD in CHARMM31 version 35b1.

All solvation energies and electrostatic potentials

were calculated using APBS,32 a program for solving

the Poisson–Boltzmann equation, as described fully

elsewhere22 and summarized briefly here. Radii for Con-

nolly surfaces33 of the proteins and redox sites and par-

tial charges for the protein were from the CHARMM22

parameters.34 The dielectric permittivity were chosen

as ec 5 1, ep 5 4, and ew 5 78 and the ionic concentration

was set to zero. A 76.8 Å 3 76.8 Å 3 76.8 Å box with 385

grid points in each direction was used, at a constant

0.2 Å spacing for all proteins. The redox site was defined

to include all metal ligands up to the Cb for side chains

of the protein.

Elastic network model analyses21,35 were carried

out on the AD-ENM Web Server. To represent the

cofactors, CA were added to each heavy atom since

springs are only included between CA and additional

dummy atoms were added to mimic the heavier

atoms. Specifically, in the [4Fe–4S] cluster, Fe was

represented by CA 1 O 1 CB 1 C and S by

CA 1 CB 1 C and, in the Mg–ADP/ATP, Mg was rep-

resented by CA 1 CB, O by CA, N by CA, and P by

CA 1 O. To convert the ENM frequency to cm21, a

residue–residue force constant of 0.1 kcal/mol-Å2 and

a residue mass of �100 g/mole were assumed. The

overlaps of the modes with different reference struc-

tures were also calculated and reported as a value

between 0 and 1, with 1 indicating maximum over-

lap. The modes were numbered from the lowest non-

zero frequency, and the conformations obtained by

adding or subtracting the eigenvector were labeled

as 6 to denote the one closer to/away from the refer-

ence crystal structure. Since only coordinates for the

backbone are generated, approximate coordinates of

the side chains were generated for the radius of gyra-

tion and Rp calculations from the crystal structures.

The crystal structure and the ENM structure were

first divided into 20 fragments each. Next, every

fragment of the crystal structure was aligned to the

corresponding fragment of the ENM structure and

Table I. Partial Charges (in e) for [4Fe4S(SCH2)4]n

Atom n 522 n 523 n 524/S 5 0 n 524/S 5 4

Fe 0.733 0.842 0.915 0.906
S 20.668 20.856 21.045 21.036
Sg 20.693 20.839 20.956 20.950
Cb 20.052 20.077 20.094 20.100
Hb 0.090 0.090 0.090 0.090

Table II. Inner Sphere Reduction Energy for [4Fe–4S]
with “S4” Symmetry

Initial
charge

Initial
spin

Final
charge

Final
spin

DGin

(eV)

21 0 11 1=2 3.452
11 1/2 11a 7/2 0.193
11 1/2 0 0 6.669
11 1/2 0a 4 6.794

a Has one negative frequency so uses frequencies from the
same oxidization state and the lowest spin state without
negative frequencies.
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the side chain coordinates from the crystal structure

were added to the ENM structure.

Results and Discussion

The results of the DFT1PB are presented first, fol-

lowed by the ENM analysis. For ease of discussion, the

[Fe4S4]m/[Fe4S4]n couples will be referred to as m/n

couples, with the spin state included if necessary.

Examining the inner sphere contribution first, our

DFT calculations (Table II) show that DGin 5 3.45 eV for

the 21/11 couple, while DGin 5 6.67 and 6.79 eV for the

11/0 couple where S 5 0 and S 5 4 in the reduced state,

respectively. As in earlier works,6 S 5 0 state is very

slightly lower than S 5 4 state in energy for the analog

in vacuum by �3 kcal/mol, although we were unable to

find an absolute minimum for the S 5 4 state (that

reported in Table II had one negative frequency)

because the potential is very flat. Although this is in dis-

agreement with the experimental observation that the

ground state of analog in vacuum the S 5 4 state,9,10

our other calculations indicate that the S 5 4 state may

be the observed state because it is kinetically trapped.

Moreover, the difference in DGin of only �120 meV for

the 11/0 couple between S 5 0 and 4 is not large enough

to account for the difference between the experimental

E8 for FeP at 2460 and 2790 mV.

Examining the entire protein next, our DFT1PB

calculations of E8 for FeP from the cystal structure of

the uncomplexed protein without nucleotide (1G5P)

are shown in comparison to those for ferredoxin (Fd),

which is a small, 55-residue protein with two [Fe4S4]

clusters (Table III). The E8 for the 21/11 couple pre-

dicted for FeP and Fd are in reasonable agreement

with experiment.36,37 In addition, the E8 for the 11/0,

S 5 4 couple predicted for FeP is close to the experi-

mental E8 52790 mV for reduction by Ti(III) citrate.

Thus it is out of the in vivo range, in agreement with

previous calculations.6 In addition, the E8 for the 11/0,

S 5 4 couple predicted for Fd is out of the in vivo range

and is not observed experimentally. Interestingly, the

E8 for the 11/0 couple with either spin for the all-

ferrous state predicted for FeP* are within the in vivo

range, similar to the experimental E8 52460 mV using

methyl viologen. The coordinates for FeP* are from the

crystal structure of the MoFeP:FeP complex with

bound MgAMPPCP (2AFK), an MgATP analog,13

except the coordinates of MgAMPPCP and MoFeP are

excluded in the calculation. Calculations using the

other crystal structures with native A. vinelandii FeP

in the PDB are also consistent; that is, only the other

structure from a complex with MoFeP with another

MgATP analog bound has a predicted E8 near

2460 mV (if the coordinates of MoFeP and MgATP

analog are excluded) while the rest of the structures

give values close to 2790 mV.

The effects of nucleotide binding to FeP were also

examined (Table III). The predicted value of E8 for the

11/0 couple for FeP*–MgATP (2AFK), which is also

from the same structure as FeP* except now an MgATP

is built into the coordinates from the MgAMPPCP and

only the coordinates of MoFeP are excluded, is barely

within the physiological range, and that for FeP–

MgADP is even more negative by a slight amount. This

is consistent with the experimental observation that

Table III. Calculated and Experimental Reduction
Potentials (E8) in mV for Iron Protein (FeP) and Ferre-
doxin (Fd), for Different Couples and Spin States

Protein (PDB ID) Couple E8cal E8exp

FeP (1G5P) 21/11 2315 2300
Fd (2FDN) 21/11 2373 2430
FeP* (2AFK) 11/0, S 5 0 2347 2460
FeP* (2AFK) 11/0, S 5 4 2508 NA
FeP*-MgATP

(2AFK)
11/0, S 5 0 2517 E8(FeP*–MgATP)

< E8(FeP)
FeP*-MgATP

(2AFK)
11/0, S 5 4 2678 NA

FeP-MgADP
(1FP6)

11/0, S 5 0 2561 E8(FeP–MgADP)
< E8(FeP*–MgATP)

FeP-MgADP
(1FP6)

11/0, S 5 4 2686 NA

FeP (1G5P) 11/0, S 5 0 2640 NA
FeP (1G5P) 11/0, S 5 4 2765 2790
Fd (2FDN) 11/0, S 5 0 2741 NA
Fd (2FDN) 11/0, S 5 4 2901 NA

Figure 1. Structures of (a) uncomplexed FeP (1G5P) and (b) FeP with MgATP analog bound (2AFK) with the solvent accessible

surface (red), the protein backbone (blue and yellow), cluster (yellow, pink, and green balls), and two MgATP (light blue, dark

blue, and red balls). Mode 1 is indicated by magenta arrows and Mode 2 by yellow arrows.
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FldHQ rapidly reduces �73% of [Fe4S4]
11 FeP bound

by MgATP and �40% of [Fe4S4]
11 FeP bound by

MgADP to the [Fe4S4]
0 state.7 Note that the conforma-

tions in which the cluster is close to the surface for

FeP*–MgATP but buried for FeP–MgADP could

explain why the FeP–MgATP is actually higher in

potential even though it is bound by a more negatively

charged co-factor if MgATP stabilizes the FeP* confor-

mation. This is also consistent with the observations for

the 21/11 reduction potentials for the nucleotide

bound states.1 In addition, it explains why the ATP

bound form is necessary for the reduction.

The predicted E8 of FeP* is higher than FeP

(and Fd) apparently because the cluster is closer to

the surface of the protein (Fig. 1). To quantitate this

observation, the dielectric radius Rp, a measure of

cluster burial, and the electret potential /p, the

average electrostatic potential at the redox site,18

are calculated for each protein, along with the bio-

logical ranges of Rp and /p for the 21/11 and 11/0

couples (Fig. 2). Rp becomes more important in

determining E8 with increasing magnitude of Q, the

net charge of the entire redox site (i.e., [Fe4S4Cys4];

for the all-ferrous form, Q 524). Since the outer

sphere contribution is a function of Q, the net

charge of the entire redox site including the metals

and the ligands and can be estimated by

DGout � 2Q2 1

2Rc
12

1

ep

� �
1

1

2Rp

1

ep
2

1

ew

� �� �
1Q/p

(2)

where Rc is the Born radius of the cluster.18 All

three structures indicate the proteins are in the

range of the 21/11 couple while only FeP* also falls

in range of the 11/0 couple because, even though /p

is almost the same, which indicates the polarization

around the redox sites is similar, Rp is smaller,

which indicates the redox site is closer to the surface

in FeP*. Interestingly, Rp for FeP–MgATP is even

smaller than FeP, indicating that it is more buried,

which is also consistent with the results in Table III.

The cluster movement seen in FeP* suggests that

the uncomplexed FeP in solution may have a low fre-

quency motion or conformational transition that also

moves the entire cluster. Thus, an ENM analysis21 of

FeP was performed (Table IV). The lowest nonzero fre-

quency mode is a twisting motion and the second lowest

is a hinge bending motion. They both correspond to

motion of the entire cluster relative to surface (yellow

arrows in Fig. 1); in addition, both also correspond to

opening of the top (magenta arrows in Fig. 1). More-

over, the high overlap of these modes with the FeP*

structure (Table IV) indicates that uncomplexed FeP

exhibits low frequency motions between the conforma-

tions in the crystal structures of uncomplexed FeP (Fig.

1a) and FeP* (Fig. 1b). In these modes, the conforma-

tion resulting from adding or subtracting the eigenvec-

tor that brings it closer to FeP* also has the smaller Rp,

just as FeP* has a smaller Rp than FeP (Table IV); note

that the changes in Rp obtained from the ENM confor-

mations are expected to be smaller since the modes are

calculated with the harmonic approximation and these

low frequency modes are likely to be highly anhar-

monic. Interestingly, the two lowest modes of FeP–

MgADP (Table IV) are similar to those of FeP but at

about twice the frequency so that they are harder to

excite. The high overlap of these modes with the FeP*–

MgATP structure (Table IV) indicates that FeP–

MgADP exhibits low frequency motions between the

conformations in the crystal structures of FeP–MgADP

and FeP*–MgATP. In these modes, the conformation

resulting from adding or subtracting the eigenvector

that brings it closer to FeP* also has the smaller Rp,

just as FeP* has a smaller Rp than FeP (Table IV).

The calculations here do not establish the spin

state of the all-ferrous cluster in FeP, since the S 5 4

Figure 2. Rp vs up for FeP* (green circle), uncomplexed FeP

(green diamond), FeP-MgADP (green cross), and CaFd (blue

square). The shaded area indicates the Rp and up that give

Eo between 20.5 V and 0.5 V with DGin 5 3.45 eV (blue lines)

for the 21/11 couple and DGin 5 6.67 eV (green lines) for the

11/0 couple.

Table IV. ENM Analysis of FeP, with Frequency, Over-
lap with Reference Structure (2AFK), and Effective
Radius

Structure Mode
Frequency

(cm21)

Overlap
with

reference Rp of 6 (Å)a

FeP/FePa (Crystal) 6.14/5.74
1 0.092 0.38 6.15/6.02
2 0.131 0.60 6.22/6.14

FeP-MgADP/
FePa–MgATP

(Crystal) 6.45/5.74
1 0.163 0.32 6.48/6.41
2 0.251 0.23 6.61/6.28

a For (crystal), the two radii are for the two crystal struc-
tures of pair; for the modes, the two radii are for the –
and 1 conformations (see methods).
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state of the cluster is only �3 kcal/mole higher in

energy than in the S 5 0 state, which could easily be

compensated by small changes in the protein. Instead,

these results indicate that FeP fluctuates between

two protein conformations in which the cluster is

alternatively more buried and more exposed (Fig. 3,

left two structures), with the equilibrium most likely

towards the left since the 1G5P crystal structure of

isolated FeP has the buried cluster. This equilibrium

could easily be shifted under different experimental

conditions such as different reductants. However,

even under normal conditions FeP would occasionally

be in the more exposed cluster conformation. If two

MgATP bind first to FeP in this conformation, pre-

sumably the more stable MgATP binding mode based

on the 2AFK crystal structure and because the nega-

tively charged MgATP are further from the negatively

charged [Fe4S4Cys4]32 redox site, the cluster would

be more readily reduced to the all-ferrous form. On

the other hand, if an electron first reduced the cluster

to the all-ferrous form while FeP was in the exposed

cluster conformation, fluctuation back to the buried

cluster conformation could trap the electron until two

MgATP could bind since the cluster would be much

farther from the surface. Once both the two MgATP

bound and the cluster was in the all-ferrous form

(Fig. 3, third structure), FeP in the exposed cluster

conformation would be stabilized and would bind

readily to MoFeP (Fig. 3, right most structure). Of

course, this does not rule out alternative pathways

and more than one pathway could operate; however,

this does suggest that the all-ferrous form may have

importance in the nitrogenase reaction.

Conclusions
The movement of cluster due to protein conforma-

tional dynamics based on the crystal structures and

the ENM analysis can rationalize how the [Fe4S4]

cluster of FeP can be reduced to the all-ferrous form

at biologically relevant values of E8, which would

make it available to perform two electron reduction of

MoFeP per two ATPs hydrolyzed under biological con-

ditions. Moreover, it explains why very different E8

have been found experimentally since different condi-

tions may stabilize different protein conformations

and thus cluster burial. Of course, this does not rule

out [Fe4S4]11 in the biological pathway, which can

perform one electron of MoFeP per two ATPs hydro-

lyzed and is thus less catalytically efficient, and both

may be operable. These results also suggest that site-

specific mutagenesis to stabilize a protein conforma-

tion with a more exposed cluster may be a means of

bioengineering nitrogenase to be more efficient.
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